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Part 1
You must answer this question.
You work for a firm of accountants. One of your clients, PDT Construction, has applied for a loan to
purchase and develop an industrial site. You have received the following letter from PDT
Construction’s bank.
Read the letter from Lars Fleming, an Account Manager at the bank, on which you have already made
some notes. Then, using all the information in your notes, write to the bank on behalf of your client,
PDT Construction.

We have recently received a loan application to purchase
an industrial site from a mutual client, PDT Construction.
However, before we can process the application, we require
further information on some points.
Firstly, in the breakdown of costs for the project we cannot
find any reference to architects’ fees. Can you explain this?
In addition, although we requested company figures for the
last five years we have only received accounts for the past
four years. Why is this?
Give reason

Will use in-house
staff

The funding for the project is also not clear to us. PDT
Construction have requested a loan from this bank for only
65% of the total investment. We need to know where the
remaining 35% will come from.
Explain
Finally, a representative from our bank has looked at the
site and the bank is concerned that the purchase price for
the site may be too high.
I look forward to hearing from you.

Suggest a meeting
to discuss

Disagree –
say why

Yours sincerely,
Lars Fleming
Account Manager

Write a letter of between 120 and 180 words in an appropriate style on page 3.
Do not write any postal addresses.
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Turn over ►

Part 2
You must answer this question.
You work for an accountancy firm and one of your clients is a small airline. This airline is considering
purchasing a new aircraft within the next twelve months to expand its operations. The airline has
asked your firm for advice concerning this purchase and you have considered the airline’s financial
position.
Write a report for the airline. Your report should:
•
•
•
•

explain which internal financial indicators most accurately show the financial
position of this airline
summarise the airline’s current financial position
outline what risks there would be in expansion
advise the airline on what steps to take next.

Write your answer in 200 – 250 words in an appropriate style on the following pages.
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BLANK PAGE
You may use this blank page to write notes, or, if necessary, to finish your answers.
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